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MEMORANDUM 

 

TO:  Field Staff 
 

FROM:  Katie Hunter  

 

RE:     DEFT Help 

 

DATE :  

  

 

 
 

APPL#: This is important as this is how an MCE links a fast track payment made on an 
application to the case.  This number indicates what app ID was sent to the MCE to do matching 



of payments. Sometimes duplicate applications can cause problems with what is showing in this 
field and which application the member paid their PAC.  
 
DISPOSE DT: This is the date that Fast Track Eligibility ends. The case should be conditionally 
authorized on this date.   Any payments made after Fast Track Eligibility ends will be viewable 
on AEHIP.   
 
PAY/NO PAY CODE: This field informs the worker if the MCE sent a pay record to ICES before 
the case was conditionally authorized. What was received from the MCE will be reflected on the 
corresponding Date Pay or Date No Pay. Please read below.  
 
DATE PAY: A date will be in this field if the member paid the $10 fast track payment. This can 
be paid to the MCE during their PE period if applicable, at online application point, or when the 
MCE sends an invoice after the application date.  
 
DATE NO PAY:  There are instances in which member’s application process is delayed causing 
the member to have more than 60 days with Fast Track Eligibility.  This means the member case 
will never be in conditional status, therefore the member will not have the opportunity to pay a 
conditional PAC amount that ICES calculated. The member will open in Basic.  
 
FTE  DATE ELIG:   Fast Track Eligibility date.  This date will determine when a member’s 60 days 
to pay will begin. This date should be within 5 days of the application date. This does NOT 
reflect that a payment has been made.  
 
PE START DATE:  Date the Presumptive Eligibility starts. This field may or may not be 
completed, however a PE RID (600 #) is also listed on this screen and is an indication that PE is 
active.  This will be a factor that determines the HIP start date even if a Fast Track Date Pay is 
entered on this screen. The PE period will still extend out.  
 
CODE PLAN:  If the date pay field has a date and we receive information from the MCE, this 
field will identify the code for the MCE selected or assigned  
 


